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Adabas, one of Software AG’s flagship products, is a database 
management system capable of realizing excellent transaction 
rates, storing large amounts of data and providing high availability 
and scalability for mission-critical applications. Software AG is 
a member of IBM’s Partnerworld Program for System z and has 
actively been on the leading edge of adopting IBM mainframe 
hardware and software innovations. As such, Software AG  
regularly tests the latest versions of Adabas and its add-on  
products on new IBM mainframe hardware and operating system 
software to validate the performance of Adabas, ascertain where 
it excels and discover opportunities for improvements. This white 
paper describes the products evaluated, test environment, test 
results and conclusions drawn from the most recent stress tests 
performed with IBM.
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1. Introduction
Stress tests were performed with Software AG’s Adabas and add-on products on an IBM® 
mainframe system in November 2012. The Software AG team conducting the tests received 
invaluable support from the IBM team responsible for the test system. Peter Harris and 
Dave Tipler (Software AG) and Diane Fahr and Elpida Tzortzatos (IBM) wish to acknowledge 
the IBM and Software AG team members for their outstanding work in this effort:

IBM team
Tom Carielli, Diane Fahr, Marianne Hammer, John Mullin, Elpida Tzortzatos, Judy Viccica
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Software AG team
Colin Brooks, Peter Harris, Dan McClard, Neil Quigley, Nate Sathre, Dave Tipler, Arno Zude

1.1. IBM technology
Testing was carried out at the IBM System z® Benchmark Center in Poughkeepsie, NY, U.S. 
in November 2012.

The following hardware was supplied by the IBM System z Benchmark Center:

• zEnterprise® EC12 model 2827-HA1

• Storage DS8800® model 2107-951 in RAID-5 configuration with 80 TB capacity and 128 GB 
cache

• Coupling Facility at CFCC firmware level 17

• System z High Performance FICON (zHPF™) I/O connectivity

• Enhanced-DAT in the zEC12 for 2 GB Large Page Support

• Flash Express™ Storage-Class Memory (SCM) Adapter

The IBM system software supplied was as follows:

• z/OS® V1R13 operating system

• Additional SMP/E installable web deliverable for 2 GB Large Pages and Flash Express

The following table highlights some of the new IBM features leveraged in the tests:

IBM Product Description Support

zHPF Provides a streamlined I/O 
architecture and channel 
program protocol to 
improve I/O latencies and 
throughput

z/OS V1R13 supports the 
zHPF channel program 
protocol with EXCPVR and, 
with APAR OA38185, EXCP.

Adabas supports the zHPF 
channel protocol in version 
8.2 SP5 and above.

2 GB Large Pages Provides performance 
optimization for large 
memory objects in 
long-running 
memory-intensive 
applications 
(e.g., database servers); 
Extends the optimization 
previously available on z/OS 
V1R13 via 1 MB large pages 

z/OS V1R13 supports 2 GB 
large pages via additional 
service available as the  
z/OS RSM Enablement  
Offering web deliverable 
and APAR OA40967.

Adabas supports 2 GB 
large pages in version 8.2 
SP5 (plus additional zaps) 
and above. Adabas has 
supported 1 MB large 
pages since version 8.2 SP1.

Flash Express Provides additional 
high-speed memory using 
solid state disk technology 
(flash memory); For tests 
that involved paging, Flash 
Express was used for page 
datasets

z/OS V1R13 supports Flash 
Express via additional 
service available as the 
z/OS RSM Enablement 
Offering web deliverable.

z/OS V1R13 (plus 
additional service) can use 
Flash Express to keep page 
datasets, thus optimizing 
paging performance.

A special-purpose, internal 
zap was applied to Adabas 
to support memory backed 
by pageable 1 MB pages.
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OBJECTIVE:
To determine the  
performance of Adabas 
and add-on products on 
modern mainframe  
hardware and system 
software.

DatabasePLOGWork Database

User

z/OS

Adabas Server

Buffer Pool CF Cache 
Space

Figure 1: Architecture of Adabas with Caching Facility

1.2. Software AG technology
The following Software AG products from the Adabas product family were used with the 
most current development version available at the time of the tests:

• Adabas (equivalent to Adabas version 8.2 SP5 plus the zaps for the support of 2 GB large 
pages)

• Adabas Caching Facility (equivalent to version 8.2 SP3)

• Adabas Cluster Services (equivalent to version 8.2 SP3)

• Adabas Parallel Services (equivalent to version 8.2 SP3)

• Entire Net-Work versions 6.2 SP2 and 6.3 SP1

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the high-level architecture of these products in context 
of these tests.

1.3. Objectives
The objectives of the tests were to determine the performance of Adabas and add-on 
products on modern mainframe hardware and system software in the following areas:

1. Scalability of Adabas Cluster Services (Section 4.1)

2. Scalability of Adabas Parallel Services (Section 4.2)

3. Maximum throughput achieved with Adabas Parallel Services (Section 4.3)

4. Relative performance of Adabas with and without zHPF (Section 4.4)

5. Relative performance of Adabas with and without large pages (Section 4.5)

6. Impact of paging on Adabas (Section 4.6)

7. Relative performance of Entire Net-Work with different line drivers (Section 4.7)

The details of these tests and their results are reported in Chapter 4. A summary of 
conclusions and related recommendations are given in Chapter 5.

2. Software under test
This chapter provides overviews of the high-level architecture of the software under test.

2.1. Adabas and Adabas Caching Facility
Figure 1 illustrates the main architectural aspects of Adabas and Adabas Caching Facility:
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On z/OS, the Adabas server—called Adabas nucleus—runs in a single address space and 
performs most of its work in a single task. The nucleus executes concurrent commands from 
different users in parallel, interleaving the command processing as commands need to wait 
for I/Os or resources that are not immediately available. Adabas users usually run in address 
spaces different than Adabas. Users send commands to Adabas via the Adabas router (not 
shown in Figure 1), which copies the input data for each command to the Adabas address 
space and, when the command has been processed, copies the output data back to the 
user address space.

The Adabas database on the Direct-Access Storage Device (DASD) consists of the 
Associator (ASSO) and Data Storage (DATA) container datasets. These contain the 
database’s payload data and related metadata and index data. Adabas also makes use 
of a WORK and multiple PLOG datasets where Adabas writes protection data that may 
subsequently be needed for recovering from a failure (transaction failure, server failure 
or DASD failure). There are at least two PLOG datasets. When one gets full, the nucleus 
switches to the other one and initiates a process that copies the data off the full dataset to a 
sequential PLOG dataset for indefinite archival.

The Adabas nucleus caches ASSO and DATA blocks in a buffer pool to avoid reading 
them in again from the database if commands access cached blocks before the space they 
occupy is reclaimed. Blocks that have been updated are periodically written out to the 
database in a process called buffer flush.

If Adabas runs with the Adabas Caching Facility, one or more additional cache spaces can 
be configured to extend the buffer pool. While the buffer pool resides in 31-bit addressable 
storage, cache spaces can also reside in data spaces and 64-bit addressable storage. By 
buffering data in main memory, the number of physical reads is greatly reduced generating 
better performance.

2.2. Adabas Cluster Services
Figure 2 illustrates the main architectural aspects of Adabas Cluster Services:
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Figure 2: Architecture of Adabas Cluster Services

Adabas Cluster Services allows several Adabas nuclei in IBM’s Parallel Sysplex® to work on 
the same database on shared DASD. Using several nuclei for the same database increases 
the availability of the database in the face of planned and unplanned outages and increases 
the throughput (Adabas commands per unit of time) that can be achieved with a single 
Adabas nucleus.
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With Adabas Cluster Services, the Adabas nuclei belonging to a cluster may reside on 
different z/OS systems within a Parallel Sysplex. Each Adabas user is assigned to one 
nucleus in the cluster. Typically, this is a nucleus on the user’s system (for best performance); 
if there is no local nucleus, a remote one is assigned. The nuclei in a cluster use two 
structures in a coupling facility to synchronize their operations and share data: 1) a lock 
structure that keeps global locks protecting cluster-wide resources, and 2) a cache structure 
that keeps blocks from the database that have been updated until they are flushed out to 
the database.

While all nuclei in the cluster read from and write to the same shared ASSO and DATA 
container datasets of the database, each nucleus uses its own private WORK and PLOG 
datasets. The process that copies the PLOG data to a sequential PLOG dataset reads the 
protection data from the PLOG datasets of all nuclei in the cluster and merges the data in 
chronological order.

Adabas Cluster Services adds to Adabas the ability to remain available non-stop in IBM’s 
Parallel Sysplex environment. The database can remain active while some of the Adabas 
servers comprising the cluster, and even the operating system instances (LPARs) that host 
them, are taken down for service. In addition, the cluster of Adabas servers can utilize the 
resources of all the LPARs they are running in.

2.3. Adabas Parallel Services
Figure 3 illustrates the main architectural aspects of Adabas Parallel Services: 
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Figure 3: Architecture of Adabas Parallel Services

Adabas Parallel Services allows several Adabas nuclei on the same operating system 
instance to work on the same database and shared DASD. Using several nuclei for the 
same database increases the availability of the database in certain planned and unplanned 
outages (e.g., Adabas server outage, but not system outage) and increases the throughput 
that can be achieved with a single database. Adabas Parallel Services is similar to Adabas 
Cluster Services. Adabas Parallel Services uses lock and cache spaces in shared memory 
(accessible only from one system) while Adabas Cluster Services uses lock and cache 
structures in a coupling facility (accessible from all systems in Parallel Sysplex). The lock and 
cache spaces can reside in shared data spaces; the cache space can also reside in shared 
64-bit addressable memory. Unlike Adabas Cluster Services, Adabas Parallel Services can be 
configured to keep blocks in its shared cache that have not been updated.
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Adabas Parallel Services adds to Adabas the ability to remain non-stop available on a single 
operating system instance (LPAR) as long as that LPAR remains available. The database can 
remain active while some of the servers comprising the cluster are taken down for service. 
In addition, the cluster of Adabas servers, by using Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) 
technology, utilizes multiple CPUs and so increases the throughput of the database.

2.4. Entire Net-Work
Figure 4 illustrates the main architectural aspects of Entire Net-Work: 
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Figure 4: Architecture of Entire Net-Work

Entire Net-Work transparently connects Software AG’s server products—including 
Adabas—with client programs (e.g., Adabas users) that are running on other systems (e.g., 
mainframe, UNIX® and Windows®).

With Entire Net-Work, Adabas users issue their Adabas calls independent of where the 
Adabas server (nucleus) is running. If Adabas is running on a different system, 
Entire Net-Work transports the user’s calls to the system hosting the target Adabas, reissues 
them locally and returns their results back to the user’s system. Entire Net-Work applications 
need not be aware of the database location when leveraging this message-based 
middleware service.
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3. Stress tests
This chapter describes the

• Configuration of the test environment (Section 3.1)

• Test design (Section 3.2)

• Categories of test cases (Section 3.3)

Test results are covered in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 summarizes the results and offers some 
practical recommendations. 

3.1. Test configuration
The test system was configured as follows:

Software AG 
software under 
test LPARs

Central 
Storage

General 
Processors

CF 
Storage

CF 
Processors

Adabas Cluster 
Services

2 2 x 128G 2 x 16 16G 4

Adabas Parallel 
Services

1 256G 36 N/A N/A

Entire Net-Work 2 2 x 128G 2 x 16 N/A N/A

During testing with Adabas Cluster Services and Adabas Parallel Services for measuring 
scalability and maximum-throughput, the following ADARUN parameters of the Adabas 
nuclei remained static while other parameters were adjusted as needed:

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

AOSLOG YES LOGGING NO NQCID 20

ASYTVS YES LP 290000 NSISN 6995

CLOGLAYOUT 8 LQ 4M NT 80

DEVICE 8393 LS 19968 NU 6000

DUALCLD 8393 LU 200000 OPENRQ NO

DUALCLS 150000 LWKP2 5000 PGFIX NO

DUALPLD 8393 LWP 10M READONLY NO

DUALPLS 300000 MSGBUF 10 TNAA 3600

EXCPVR YES MXMSG 90 TNAE 3600

LCP 100K NAB 4000 TNAX 3600

LDEUQP 500K NC 4000 TT 3600

LFP 1M NH 40000 UTIONLY NO

LI 100K NISNHQ 500 V64BIT YES

LOCAL NO NONDES NO WORKCACHE YES

Parameters not mentioned in the table were set to their default values. The settings of the 
other relevant parameters are provided in the sections describing the test results.

Most tests were configured to avoid paging. However, some of the tests for Adabas Parallel 
Services (Section 4.3) incurred light paging. Tests for Adabas and Flash Express (Section 4.6)  
were specifically designed to induce paging.

3.2. Test design
The test database and workload were designed to align with the well-known TPC-C OLTP 
benchmark. While the design of the benchmark application inspired the design of the test 
application, it was not intended to implement that benchmark.

Database
The size of the data storage (DATA) component of the database was 750,000 cylinders 
(ca. 579 GB), distributed across 50 logical disk volumes. The size of the associator (ASSO) 
component was 100,000 cylinders (ca. 69 GB), distributed across 30 logical disk volumes.

Most tests were 
configured to avoid 
paging. However, some 
of the tests for Adabas 
Parallel Services incurred 
light paging.
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After the initial loading of the test data, the test files in the database contained just short 
of 750 million data records, occupying about 70 percent of the total DATA blocks and 
about 26 percent of the total ASSO blocks. The files were loaded with the parameters 
DSREUSE=NO, ISNREUSE=NO and INDEXCOMPRESSION=YES.

Prior to each test run, the database was restored to this initial state.

Workload
The test workload was generated by Software AG’s internal Transaction Generator (TXG) 
tool. This tool can generate a heavy Adabas workload with many parallel Adabas users from 
a single batch job. The TXG program implementing the desired application logic can be 
configured to simulate and generate workloads for varying numbers of users.

Adabas users simulated by the transaction generator used no “think time”—that is, no 
pauses within or between transactions. Due to this batch-like behavior, the workload 
created by these users was comparable to the load that would have been created by many 
more human online users.

Most tests used one of two variations of the test application.

1. The standard update test performed multiple parallel database transactions using read 
(L3/L9) and read-with-hold (L4/L6) commands, update/insert (A1/N1) commands and 
commit/backout (ET/BT) commands. Approximately 5.2 percent of the commands were 
updates/inserts and approximately 5.9 percent were commits/backouts. Almost all of the 
latter were commits; less than 0.1 percent of all commit/backout commands were backouts. 
Most transactions performed no updates; some transactions performed three update 
commands and one insert command; the remaining transactions performed a random 
number (between six and 17) of update and insert commands each.

2. The standard read-only test performed the same logic but skipped the update-type 
commands (A1/N1/ET/BT) and issued read commands (L1/L3) instead of read-with-hold (L4/
L6).

Due to the randomness in the test application, the total number of user commands issued 
in a test run varied slightly across the runs.

Measurement metrics
The test measurement data were gathered from the statistics provided by various Adabas 
nucleus and transaction generator jobs as well as from the Resource Management Facility 
(RMF).

The main metrics calculated for all test cases were the following:

• External Throughput Rate (ETR) 
The average number of Adabas commands processed per elapsed (wall clock) second, 
calculated as the number of commands issued by the transaction generator program 
divided by the runtime of the transaction generator job. When several transaction 
generator jobs were run in parallel, the combined ETR was calculated as the sum of the 
ETRs of the individual jobs.

• Internal Throughput Rate (ITR) 
The average number of Adabas commands processed per CPU second (of a single CPU), 
calculated as the number of commands issued by all transaction generator programs 
divided by the sum of the CPU times consumed by the Adabas nuclei constituting the 
cluster.

ETR measures the speed of the work (in terms of Adabas commands) performed in the 
different test scenarios. ITR measures the amount of resources (in terms of CPU time) used 
to perform the work. 
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TEST DESIGN

Database: 

579GB 
across 50 logical 

disk volumes

Workload: 

TXG 
simulates many 

parallel users from 
a single batch job

Metrics: 

SPEED 
of work 

performed and 
amount of 
resources

3.3. Test categories
The following table presents the test cases by category:

Test Category Purpose Description

Cluster Services 
(ALS) —Scalability

Determine how the 
ALS performance 
changes with cluster 
size

3000 parallel users execute the standard 
update workload against ALS clusters with 
different numbers of nuclei

Parallel Services 
(ASM)—Scalability

Determine how the 
ASM performance 
changes with cluster 
size

3000 parallel users execute the standard 
update workload against ASM clusters 
with different numbers of nuclei

Parallel Services 
(ASM)—Maximum 
throughput

Determine the 
best performance 
achieved with ASM

3000 parallel users execute the standard 
update or read-only workload against an 
ASM cluster with different configurations

Adabas & zHPF
Explore the impact 
of zHPF in different 
configurations

1000-3000 parallel users execute different 
update workloads with and without zHPF

Adabas & Large 
Pages

Explore the 
impact of large 
pages in different 
configurations

3000 parallel users execute the standard 
read-only workload with ASM cache 
backed by different types of page frames

Adabas & Flash 
Express

Explore the 
impact of paging, 
particularly with Flash 
Express

3000 parallel users execute the standard 
read-only workload with different paging 
intensities and paging devices

Entire Net-Work 
(WCP)

Explore the 
performance of 
Net-Work with 
different line driver 
configurations

600 parallel users execute the standard 
update workload against a single, remote 
Adabas nucleus connected via Net-Work, 
using different Net-Work line drivers

4. Test results
This chapter describes in detail, for each category of tests performed, the setup of the test 
cases and their results, in particular the external and internal throughput achieved with each 
test case.

4.1. Adabas Cluster Services—scalability
This set of tests explored the scalability of Adabas Cluster Services—how the external and 
internal throughput changed as the number of Adabas nuclei in the cluster increased or 
decreased.

In all test cases, the Adabas nuclei and transaction generator jobs were evenly distributed 
over two Logical Partitions (LPARs), each of which had 16 dedicated general processors and 
128 GB central storage. The nuclei were connected to two structures in the Coupling Facility 
(CF), which had four dedicated processors and 16 GB storage.

Twenty parallel transaction generator jobs, 10 on each LPAR, issued Adabas commands 
for a total of 3000 users. Each user issued the command mix for the standard update test 
application that included ~5.2 percent update/insert commands and ~5.9 percent commit/
backout commands. All transaction generator commands were sent to and processed by 
Adabas nuclei on the same LPAR.

Adabas Cluster Services does not use the shared cache structure in the coupling facility for 
caching unchanged database blocks; only changed (updated) blocks can be cached. For 
this reason, the cache structure in the coupling facility was configured with just 12 GB and 
the bulk of the available central storage was given to the individual cluster nuclei as private 
cache space using the Adabas Caching Facility.
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Adabas Caching Facility was configured to establish one cache space each for ASSO 
and DATA blocks (CMAXCSPS parameter). The size of each cache space varied 
depending on the number of nuclei in the cluster such that the space given to each 
nucleus was maximized. As the number of nuclei increased, the space that could be 
given to each decreased. Table 1 shows the amount of extra cache space (CASSOMAXS 
and CDATAMAXS parameters) given to each nucleus (in units of megabytes). The 
CLUCACHEEXTRA parameter specifies the maximum number of blocks expected to be 
cached by the Adabas Caching Facility. It provides the resources for tracking these blocks 
via the cache structure in the coupling facility.

Test ID
Cluster 
nuclei CMAXCSPS CASSOMAXS CDATAMAXS CLUCACHEEXTRA

D13X1 2 1 1500M 88000M 1040000

D12X7 4 1 1500M 44000M 1040000

D12X6 8 1 1500M 22000M 520000

D12X1 12 1 1000M 11000M 350000

D11X2 16 1 1000M 11000M 260000

D12X8 20 1 800M 9000M 205000

D12X9 24 1 800M 7000M 172000

D13X2 28 1 800M 6000M 148000

D13X3 31 1 800M 6000M 148000

Table 1: Adabas Cluster Services Test Configuration

Other performance-relevant parameters of the cluster nuclei were set as follows:

Parameter Setting

DIRRATIO 11

ELEMENTRATIO 10

FMXIO 16

LARGEPAGE YES

LBP 100M

LFIOP 500M

NPLOGBUFFERS 60*

NWORK1BUFFERS 60*

(zHPF) ON

*In test D11X2, the value of NPLOGBUFFERS and NWORK1BUFFERS was set to 40.

The test results using this setup are shown in Table 2.

Test ID
Cluster 
nuclei

User 
commands

Avg. TXG 
runtime 
(minutes)

Total 
Adabas 
CPU time 
(minutes) ETR ITR

D13X1 2 509,978,437 125.30 255.90 67,841 33,215

D12X7 4 509,953,579 56.54 232.51 150,312 36,554

D12X6 8 509,940,396 29.45 239.07 288,547 35,550

D12X1 12 509,970,774 26.03 267.39 326,559 31,786

D11X2 16 510,010,026 25.53 263.68 332,930 32,237

D12X8 20 509,975,521 26.02 277.23 326,708 30,659

D12X9 24 509,973,800 25.58 281.13 332,250 30,233

D13X2 28 510,013,815 25.41 289.77 334,581 29,335

D13X3 31 510,048,772 25.17 290.76 337,731 29,237
 
Table 2: Adabas Cluster Services Test Results
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Table 2  shows the total number of user commands issued, the average runtime of the 20 
transaction generator jobs, the combined CPU time consumed by the cluster nuclei, and 
the ETR and ITR. The RMF report from one test LPAR indicated that in all of these test cases, 
the CPU consumption of the cluster nuclei together with the transaction generator jobs did 
not exceed 44 percent of the 16 general processors on the LPAR. In the test cases with eight 
or fewer cluster nuclei (D13X1 and D12X6-D12X7), the CPU consumption of the individual 
nuclei peaked at 100 percent of a single general processor.

Chart 1 shows the ETR and ITR values for the different cluster sizes graphically

ETR/ITR VERSUS ADABAS CLUSTER SERVICES CLUSTER SIZE
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50,000 
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300,000 
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Chart 1: Throughput Results for Adabas Cluster Services

 As the cluster size increased from two to four to eight nuclei, the ETR (the solid blue line) 
increased nearly linearly. Increasing the cluster to 12 nuclei brought a further increase in 
ETR, but more gradual. Beyond 12 nuclei, the ETR fluctuated within 1.7 percent of the 
already reached level, reaching its maximum with 31 nuclei.

The ITR (the orange dashed curve) increased by 10 percent when the 2-nucleus cluster was 
doubled to a 4-nucleus cluster. Then it slowly decreased, from a peak of ~36.5 thousand 
to a low of ~29.2 thousand (20 percent in total), as the cluster was further increased to a 
maximum of 31 nuclei.

Analysis
With growing cluster size, the internal throughput developed in an acceptable way: A 
decrease in the average CPU consumption per command (the inverse of the ITR) when 
stepping from two to four nuclei, followed by small-to-moderate increases in the average 
CPU consumption per command as more nuclei were added to the cluster, with about one 
percent per nucleus (on average).

Why did the external throughput not continue to increase as the cluster grew to more than 
12 nuclei? This appears to have been caused by the large number of read I/Os the nuclei 
had to perform to get blocks from the database into their buffer pools. This in turn was due 
to the relatively “small” cache spaces—compared to the Parallel Services tests in Sections 
4.2 and 4.3—that the nuclei could use for keeping those blocks in memory.
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Table 3 shows the read I/O counts and a couple of derived values from this set of tests.

Test ID
Cluster 
nuclei

Avg. TXG 
runtime 
(minutes)

Logical 
reads

Physical 
reads

Buffer 
efficiency

Read 
I/Os per 
second

D13X1 2 125.30 2,607,367,937 159,152,717 16.4 21,170

D12X7 4 56.54 2,467,273,982 165,019,526 15.0 48,640

D12X6 8 29.45 2,412,640,175 183,317,473 13.2 103,729

D12X1 12 26.03 2,394,539,931 205,983,152 11.6 131,901

D11X2 16 25.53 2,392,081,521 206,641,310 11.6 134,893

D12X8 20 26.02 2,387,569,662 224,064,808 10.7 143,543

D12X9 24 25.58 2,380,325,200 219,093,676 10.9 142,739

D13X2 28 25.41 2,369,504,994 222,760,560 10.6 146,134

D13X3 31 25.17 2,358,515,780 219,463,208 10.7 145,315

Table 3: Analysis of Adabas Cluster Services Test Results

This table shows the average runtime of the 20 transaction generator jobs, the total number 
of logical reads of database blocks (i.e., accesses to those blocks for Adabas command 
processing) and the total number of physical reads (i.e., read I/Os from the database) to 
bring those blocks into memory. The buffer efficiency and the read I/Os per second were 
derived from these values. The buffer efficiency column shows the number of logical reads 
divided by the number of physical reads. The rightmost column displays the number of 
physical reads divided by the TXG runtime in seconds.

With buffer efficiencies in the range of 10 through 20 (corresponding to buffer pool/cache 
hit rates between 90 percent and 95 percent, respectively), 30 percent (in the test cases 
with two or four nuclei) to 45 percent (in the cases with more than 16 nuclei) of all Adabas 
commands had to wait for read I/Os from the database. This picture is reinforced by the 
distribution of commands by thread (not shown here). In all test cases with 16 or more 
nuclei, the commands were distributed evenly across all threads available for user command 
processing, indicating that often all commands in progress had to wait for I/O completion.

Conclusion
Analysis of these results indicates that test cases with 12 or more nuclei in the cluster may 
have reached the throughput limit for reading blocks from DASD. Thus, as the read I/Os 
from the database became the factor that limited the external throughput, additional nuclei 
in the cluster did not get the work done any faster.

4.2. Adabas Parallel Services—scalability
This set of tests explored the scalability of Adabas Parallel Services—that is, how the 
external and internal throughput changed as the number of Adabas nuclei in the cluster was 
increased or decreased.

In all cases, the Adabas nuclei and transaction generator jobs were run on one LPAR that 
had 36 dedicated general processors and 256 GB central storage.

Twenty parallel transaction generator jobs issued Adabas commands for a total of 3000 
users. Each user issued the command mix for the standard update test application that 
included ~5.2 percent update/insert commands and ~5.9 percent commit/backout 
commands.

Adabas Parallel Services was configured to use the cache space in shared memory for 
caching unchanged database blocks (CLUCACHEUNCHANGED parameter); thus, both 
changed (updated) and unchanged blocks were cached. For this reason, the cache space 
was maximized and the individual cluster nuclei were given only as much private storage as 
necessary for their smooth operation.

Conclusion:  
Test cases with 12 or 
more nuclei in the cluster 
may have reached the 
throughput limit for 
reading blocks from 
DASD.
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The size of the shared cache space (CLUCACHESIZE parameter) depended on the number 
of nuclei in the cluster. As the number of nuclei increased, their private memory allotments 
(for the local buffer pool and other pools) increased correspondingly, and so the space that 
could be given to the shared cache decreased. Between 200 GB and 220 GB of memory 
were assigned to the cache space.

Other performance-relevant parameters of the cluster nuclei were set as follows:

Parameter Setting

CLUCACHEUNCHANGED YES

DIRRATIO 18

ELEMENTRATIO 160

FMXIO 16

LARGEPAGE NO

LBP 100M

LFIOP 500M

NPLOGBUFFERS 60

NWORK1BUFFERS 120

(zHPF) OFF

The test results with this setup are shown in Table 4.

Test ID
Cluster 
nuclei

CLU-
CACHESIZE

User 
commands

Avg. TXG 
runtime 
(minutes)

Total 
Adabas 
CPU 
time 
(minutes) ETR ITR

D20P9 2 220G 509,955,088 98.33 196.80 86,435 43,186

D20P8 4 218G 509,969,237 41.22 164.89 206,213 51,547

D20P7 8 214G 510,026,424 20.12 152.32 422,519 55,805

D20P6 12 210G 510,005,875 16.38 144.61 519,091 58,781

D20P5 16 206G 509,959,274 12.65 143.69 672,070 59,149

D20P4 20 202G 510,003,464 10.93 143.52 777,934 59,224

D20P3 24 200G 509,978,030 10.22 146.71 832,081 57,934

D20P2 28 200G 510,031,921 10.34 151.22 822,502 56,215

D20P1 31 200G 510,029,638 9.89 154.56 859,693 54,999

Table 4: Adabas Parallel Services Test Results

RMF reported that in all of these test cases, the CPU consumption of the cluster nuclei 
together with transaction generator jobs did not exceed 92 percent of the 36 general 
processors on the test LPAR. In the test cases with 12 or fewer cluster nuclei (D20P6-D20P9), 
the CPU consumption of the individual nuclei peaked at 100 percent of a single general 
processor. 
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Chart 2 shows the ETR and ITR values for the different cluster sizes graphically.
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Chart 2: Throughput Results with Adabas Parallel Services

As the cluster size was increased from two to 16 nuclei, the external throughput (the solid 
blue line) increased close to linearly. Increasing the cluster to 24 nuclei brought a further 
increase in ETR, but more gradual. Beyond 24 nuclei, the ETR dropped ~1.2 percent with 28 
nuclei and increased ~3.3 percent to its peak with 31 nuclei in the cluster.

The ITR (the orange dashed curve) increased substantially when the cluster was increased 
from two to four to eight nuclei: from ~43.2 thousand to ~51.5 thousand to ~55.8 thousand, 
respectively (almost 30 percent in total). The ITR continued to increase by ~6 percent up 
to a peak of ~59.2 thousand with 20 nuclei in the cluster, and then dropped back (by ~7 
percent in total) to ~55.0 thousand with 31 nuclei.

Analysis
The internal throughput developed nicely as more nuclei were added to the cluster: Up 
to 20 nuclei, the average CPU consumption per command (the inverse of the ITR) actually 
decreased with increasing cluster size. Only then did the CPU consumption increase as 
more nuclei were added to the cluster, with less than 1 percent per nucleus.

Why did the external throughput increase ever more slowly as the cluster grew to 20 nuclei 
and beyond? Since the throughput increase slowed down only with cluster sizes that are not 
known to be used for production installations of Adabas Parallel Services, a summary of a 
more detailed analysis will do here.

The distribution of the Adabas commands over the threads used for their execution strongly 
indicates, as in the Cluster Services tests in Section 4.1, that with 16 nuclei in the Parallel 
Services cluster, the nuclei were starting to become I/O-bound. Often, all configured 
threads in all nuclei were waiting for the completion of read I/Os from the database, 
keeping the nuclei from making progress in their processing of commands. Adding nuclei 
to the cluster increased the number of I/Os in progress, but hardly got the work done any 
faster.

4.3. Adabas Parallel Services—maximum throughput
A number of tests were performed to explore which configuration of Adabas Parallel 
Services achieved the highest ETR. Except where mentioned below, the system and cluster 
configuration was the same as those for the related scalability tests for Adabas Parallel 
Services (Section 4.2).

Conclusion: 
With 16 or more nuclei in 
the cluster, the nuclei
became I/O-bound.
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Table 5 displays the results of these tests.

Test ID
Cluster 
nuclei

CLUCACHE-
SIZE

User 
commands

Avg. 
TXG 
runtime 
(minutes)

 
Total 
Adabas 
CPU 
time 
(minutes) ETR ITR

D27PM 28 245G 509,983,708 7.50 156.44 1,140,272 54,333

D26P1* 31 260G 906,576,746 12.05 252.38 1,254,222 59,868

D27P3* 31 245G 906,490,607 10.46 248.78 1,463,546 60,728

* Note: In contrast to update test D27PM, D26P1 and D27P3 performed the read-only test 
application.

Table 5: Adabas Parallel Services Throughput Test Results

RMF reported that in all three test cases the CPU consumption of the individual cluster 
nuclei did not exceed 96 percent of one general processor, but all of them together, plus 
the transaction generator jobs, peaked at 99 to 100 percent of the 36 general processors on 
the test LPAR.

Test D27PM
The first test case, D27PM, performed the command mix for the standard update test 
application, including ~5.2 percent update/insert commands and ~5.9 percent commit/
backout commands. Other performance-relevant parameters of the cluster nuclei were set 
as follows:

Parameter Setting

CLUCACHEUNCHANGED YES

DIRRATIO 18

ELEMENTRATIO 160

FMXIO 3

LARGEPAGE NO

LBP 100M

LFIOP 100M

NPLOGBUFFERS 60

NWORK1BUFFERS 120

(zHPF) OFF

Due to the larger shared cache (245 GB), which came close to the total available memory 
(256 GB), the Adabas nuclei incurred some very light paging to Flash Express-backed 
paging datasets in this test run, but the resulting ETR was higher than in the Adabas Parallel 
Services scalability tests (Section 4.2). In fact, the ETR of 1,140,272 Adabas commands per 
second was the highest observed in all of the standard update tests. The ITR was in the 
same ITR range of the scalability tests.

Test D26P1
The second test case, D26P1, performed the command mix for the read-only test 
application, which omitted all the update/insert and commit/backout commands from the 
standard update test. This test application was run for twice the number of iterations as 
the update test. Other performance-relevant parameters of the cluster nuclei were set as 
follows:
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Parameter Setting

CLUCACHEUNCHANGED YES

DIRRATIO 18

ELEMENTRATIO 160

LBP 100M

(zHPF) ON

Here, the shared cache was made even larger—260 GB. This caused some moderate 
paging in the Adabas nuclei, which in this case went to Flash Express-backed paging 
datasets (see also Section 4.6). The resulting ETR was higher than in the best update test, 
D27PM above.

The ITR was about nine percent higher than in the update test with the same number of 
nuclei (cf. test D20P1 in Section 4.2).

Test D27P3
The third test case, D27P3, also performed the command mix for the read-only test 
application. The other performance-relevant parameters of the cluster nuclei were set as for 
D26P1 above and zHPF was turned on, too.

With the shared cache size lowered to 245 GB, the Adabas nuclei incurred no paging. The 
resulting ETR of 1,463,546 Adabas commands per second was the highest achieved of all 
test cases that were run.

The ITR was a bit higher than in D26P1 test case.

Analysis
In the update test, a comparison of D27PM with D20P2 (from Section 4.2) suggests that 
the I/Os saved due to the larger cache space (245 GB versus 200 GB) outweighed the light 
paging to Flash Express-backed paging datasets. However, even the moderate paging to 
Flash Express in D26P1 dragged down the external throughput compared to D27P3 with a 
smaller cache but no paging (260 GB versus 245 GB).

See Section 4.6 for more results and analysis related to paging.

4.4. Adabas and zHPF
Several tests were performed to explore the effects of turning zHPF on or off. Since zHPF

streamlines the communication protocol between the processing complex and the I/O 
subsystem, it offers the potential to improve the I/O performance. Whether and how 
this potential on the I/O level translates to performance gains on the level of an Adabas 
application was the subject of this category of tests.

First set
In the first set of tests, the nucleus buffer pool (LBP parameter) and, in the test with Adabas 
Parallel Services, the shared cache space (CLUCACHESIZE parameter) were deliberately 
made small to induce more I/Os. The cache was configured to take only changed (updated) 
blocks (CLUCACHEUNCHANGED parameter). Other performance-relevant parameters of 
the cluster nuclei were set as follows:

Parameter Non-cluster case Cluster case

CLUCACHESIZE N/A 500M

CLUCACHEUNCHANGED N/A NO

DIRRATIO N/A 20

ELEMENTRATIO N/A 1

FMXIO 16 16

LARGEPAGE NO NO

LBP 800M 300M

LFIOP 200M 100M

NPLOGBUFFERS 100 100

NWORK1BUFFERS 100 100
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The Adabas nuclei and transaction generator jobs were run on one LPAR, which had 36 
dedicated general processors and 256 GB central storage.

In the first pair of test cases (S1/S2), six parallel transaction generator jobs simulating a 
total of 2000 users ran against a single, non-cluster Adabas nucleus. Each user issued 
the command mix for the standard update test application, which included ~5.2 percent 
update/insert commands and ~5.9 percent commit/backout commands. In the second 
pair of tests cases (P1ZH/P2ZH), 10 parallel transaction generator jobs simulating a total of 
1000 users ran against a cluster of 31 Parallel Services nuclei. Each user performed a more 
update-intensive variation of the standard update test application, which included ~19.8 
percent update/insert commands and ~4.7 percent commit/backout commands.

With this setup, the first set of tests achieved results shown in Table 6.

Test ID
(Cluster) 
nuclei zHPF

User  
commands

 
 

Avg. TXG 
runtime 
(minutes)

 
 
Total 
Adabas 
CPU time 
(minutes) ETR ITR

S1 1 On 340,001,639 159.61 166.58 35,504 34,017

S2 1 Off 339,986,675 164.89 171.80 34,364 32,982

P1ZH 31 On 212,628,844 40.25 181.06 88,045 19,572

P2ZH 31 Off 212,507,077 45.97 180.10 77,042 19,666

Table 6 shows for each test case: the number of nuclei (in S1/S2, one non-cluster nucleus; in 
P1ZH/P2ZH, 31 cluster nuclei); whether zHPF was turned on or off; the total number of user 
commands issued; the average runtime of the transaction generator jobs; the (combined) 
CPU time consumed by the nucleus/nuclei; and the ETR and ITR.

Chart 3 shows the ETR and ITR values for the zHPF versus non-zHPF cases graphically.

ZHPF TURNED ON/OFF

Table 6: Adabas and zHPF Test Results
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Chart 3: Throughput Results for Adabas and zHPF
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In the test cases with a single non-cluster nucleus (left-hand side), the run with zHPF turned 
on (in blue in the left column of each category) achieved a higher ETR and ITR, by about 
3.1 to 3.3 percent, than the run with zHPF turned off (in orange in the right column of the 
category).

In the test cases with a maximum-size Parallel Services cluster (right-hand side), the run with 
zHPF turned on achieved a significantly higher ETR, by about 14 percent, and a slightly 
lower ITR, by about 0.5 percent, than the run with zHPF turned off.

Second Set—Adabas Cluster Services with/without zHPF
In the second set of tests with Adabas Cluster Services, the setup was the same as the 
Adabas Cluster Services-scalability test described in Section 4.1—in fact, the test cases with 
zHPF turned on are cited there. For comparison, the same configurations were also run with 
zHPF turned off.

In this setup, the test cases achieved the results shown in Table 7.

Test ID
Cluster 
nuclei zHPF

User 
commands

Avg. TXG 
runtime 
(minutes)

Total 
Adabas 
CPU time 
(minutes) ETR ITR

D13X1 2 On 509,978,437 125.30 255.90 67,841 33,215

D19XE 2 Off 508,898,217 130.84 268.81 64,823 31,552

D12X7 4 On 509,953,579 56.54 232.51 150,312 36,554

D19X9 4 Off 509,884,870 60.95 247.09 139,428 34,393

D12X6 8 On 509,940,396 29.45 239.07 288,547 35,550

D19XC 8 Off 509,958,844 39.77 250.74 213,688 33,896

D12X1 12 On 509,970,774 26.03 267.39 326,559 31,786

D19XB 12 Off 509,984,406 42.05 262.89 202,138 32,332

D11X2 16 On 510,010,026 25.53 263.68 332,930 32,237

D19X8 16 Off 509,977,866 44.56 276.63 190,731 30,726

D12X8 20 On 509,975,521 26.02 277.23 326,708 30,659

D19XD 20 Off 510,011,589 46.22 287.29 183,913 29,587

D12X9 24 On 509,973,800 25.58 281.13 332,250 30,233

D19X7 24 Off 509,930,066 47.04 294.98 180,680 28,812

D13X2 28 On 510,013,815 25.41 289.77 334,581 29,335

D19XA 28 Off 510,001,674 47.83 304.14 177,704 27,948

D13X3 31 On 510,048,772 25.17 290.76 337,731 29,237

D19X6 31 Off 509,962,346 48.10 306.65 176,710 27,717

Table 7: Test Results for Adabas Cluster Services and zHPF

Table 7 shows for each test case: the number of nuclei in the cluster; whether zHPF was 
turned on or off; the total number of user commands issued; the average runtime of the 20 
transaction generator jobs; the combined CPU time consumed by the cluster nuclei; and 
the ETR and ITR.

The RMF report from one test LPAR indicated that in all of these test cases, the CPU 
consumption of the cluster nuclei together with the transaction generator jobs did not 
exceed 44 percent of the 16 general processors on the LPAR. In the test cases with zHPF 
turned on and eight or fewer nuclei in the cluster (D13X1 and D12X6-D12X7), the CPU 
consumption of the individual nuclei peaked at 100 percent of a single general processor. 
The same occurred in the test cases with zHPF turned off and two or four nuclei in the 
cluster (D19XE and D19X9). 
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Chart 4 shows the ETR values for the different cluster sizes and the zHPF versus non-zHPF 
cases graphically.
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Chart 4: External Throughput Results for Adabas Cluster Services and zHPF

With zHPF (the solid blue line), the external throughput increased nearly linearly for a cluster 
size up to eight nuclei, then by an additional 13 percent with 12 nuclei, then fluctuated 
within 1.7 percent of the level reached with more than 12 nuclei in the cluster.

Without zHPF (the orange dashed curve), the external throughput increased for a cluster 
size up to eight nuclei, and then decreased steadily as the cluster became larger.

The external throughput was consistently higher with zHPF than without. The difference 
between the two configurations (with zHPF versus without zHPF) was smallest with two 
nuclei in the cluster (4-5 percent) and increased significantly with the cluster size (up to ~91 
percent).

Chart 5 shows the ITR values for the different cluster sizes and the zHPF versus non-zHPF 
cases graphically.
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Chart 5: Internal Throughput Results for Adabas Cluster Services and zHPF
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With zHPF turned on (the solid blue line), the ITR increased by 10 percent in the step from 
two to four nuclei and then decreased, with more nuclei in the cluster, to a low of 20 percent 
off its peak, when there were 31 nuclei in the cluster.

With zHPF turned off (the orange dashed curve), the ITR followed a very similar pattern: a 9 
percent increase from two to four nuclei, then a steady decrease down to 19 percent off the 
peak.

Apart from the apparent outlier at 12 nuclei with zHPF, the internal throughput was 
consistently 3.6 to 6.3 percent higher with zHPF than without.

Analysis
The ITR developed nicely as the cluster grew larger: In both cases, with and without zHPF, 
the average CPU consumption per command (the inverse of the ITR) reached a low with 
four nuclei in the cluster. As more nuclei were added to the cluster, the CPU consumption 
increased with less than one percent per nucleus.

Why did the external throughput without zHPF decrease when the cluster was increased to 
more than eight nuclei? While the external throughput results in the tests with zHPF show 
that it is possible that a larger cluster does not always achieve a higher throughput if the 
cluster suffers from another bottleneck (see the related analysis for Adabas Cluster Services 
in Section 4.1), the steady decrease in throughput still asks for an explanation.

The nucleus job statistics show that the decrease of the external throughput for more than 
eight nuclei in the cluster correlates with the increasing occurrence of structure-full events 
in the cache structure. As the cluster nuclei execute update commands, they write the 
updated blocks into the cache structure. Subsequently, buffer flushes write these blocks out 
to the database on DASD. Only when a block has been flushed out can it be removed from 
the cache structure. If the database application is update-intensive (as in this test setup), the 
command processors race to fill the cache structure with updated blocks while the buffer 
flushes race to make those blocks eligible for replacement. The occurrence of structure-full 
events indicates that the buffer flushes did not manage to write the updated blocks out to 
the database as fast as the command processors updated new blocks.

Chart 6 shows the ETR values and the occurrences of structure-full events for the different 
cluster sizes graphically.
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Chart 6: External Throughput Results for Adabas Cluster Services without zHPF

 In the tests with two, four and eight nuclei in the cluster, there were no structure-full events 
(indicated by the orange triangles). The test with 12 nuclei had approximately 15 thousand 
occurrences where an updated block could not immediately be written to the cache 
structure because the structure was full. This test was the first where the ETR (indicated by 
the blue diamonds) dropped to 202,138 commands/sec with 12 nuclei, from its peak at 
213,688 commands/sec with eight nuclei (a reduction by 5.4 percent). With larger clusters, 
the number of structure-full events increased substantially to more than 210 thousand with 
31 nuclei. At the same time, the ETR continued to drop (by a total of 17.3 percent from the 
peak). 
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When the cache structure runs full, a command that is trying to write an updated block to 
the structure must wait until the cache space occupied by one or more cached blocks can 
be reclaimed. This happens when the buffer flush completes one flush phase, after writing 
out the amount of changed data that fits into the flush I/O pool (cf. LFIOP parameter). 
Compared to the execution time of an average update command, the wait time for the 
completion of a buffer flush phase is very long.

With the occurrence of structure-full events, the pace of command processing was no 
longer limited by other factors like the processor speed or the speed of reading ASSO 
and DATA blocks from the database. Since every user did a mix of read-only and update 
transactions, every user incurred relatively long waits when trying to write updated blocks 
to the full cache structure. The test thus became limited solely by the speed of writing 
updated blocks to the database to free space in the cache structure.

The more nuclei there were in the cluster, the faster they managed to fill up the cache 
structure early in the test, and the sooner the throughput of the cluster became dominated 
by the write I/O throughput. Command processing was slowed down according to 
this lower throughput limit. The proportion of commands that suffered from the lower 
throughput limit increased with increasing cluster size. The occurrence of structure-full 
events thus offers a plausible explanation for the correlating decrease in the external 
throughput.

Conclusion
The decrease of the external throughput in larger Adabas Cluster Services clusters without 
zHPF was likely caused by the occurrence of structure-full events, where update command 
processing was delayed while updated blocks had to be flushed out to the database.

The Adabas Cluster Services tests without zHPF were the only tests in this paper that 
incurred structure-full events. The fact that no structure-full events occurred in the Adabas 
Cluster Services tests with zHPF indicates that in those tests, the buffer flushes were able to 
write the updated blocks out to the database faster than without zHPF, again corroborating 
the proposition that zHPF improves the I/O performance.

Third Set — Adabas Parallel Services with/without zHPF
In the third set of tests with Adabas Parallel Services, the setup was the same as Adabas 
Parallel Services described in Section 4.2—in fact, the test cases with zHPF turned off are 
cited there. For comparison, the same configurations were also run with zHPF turned on.
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The test results for these setups are shown in Table 8.

Test ID
Cluster 
nuclei zHPF

User 
commands

Avg. TXG 
runtime 
(minutes)

Total 
Adabas 
CPU time 
(minutes) ETR ITR

D15P9 2 On 509,896,749 98.43 197.22 86,337 43,091

D20P9 2 Off 509,955,088 98.33 196.80 86,435 43,186

D15P8 4 On 509,904,047 41.56 166.74 204,470 50,969

D20P8 4 Off 509,969,237 41.22 164.89 206,213 51,547

D15P7 8 On 510,013,147 20.11 155.39 422,749 54,701

D20P7 8 Off 510,026,424 20.12 152.32 422,519 55,805

D15P6 12 On 510,018,224 15.72 153.33 540,852 55,436

D20P6 12 Off 510,005,875 16.38 144.61 519,091 58,781

D15P5 16 On 509,934,616 14.62 155.42 581,143 54,685

D20P5 16 Off 509,959,274 12.65 143.69 672,070 59,149

D15P4 20 On 509,957,528 13.84 157.51 614,292 53,962

D20P4 20 Off 510,003,464 10.93 143.52 777,934 59,224

D15P3 24 On 509,961,342 13.45 159.79 631,997 53,192

D20P3 24 Off 509,978,030 10.22 146.71 832,081 57,934

D15P2 28 On 509,973,337 13.14 162.23 647,050 52,394

D20P2 28 Off 510,031,921 10.34 151.22 822,502 56,215

D15P1 31 On 510,031,326 11.02 166.21 771,721 51,142

D20P1 31 Off 510,029,638 9.89 154.56 859,693 54,999

Table 8: Test Results for Adabas Parallel Services and zHPF

Table 8 shows for each test case: the number of nuclei in the cluster; whether zHPF was 
turned on or off; the total number of user commands issued; the average runtime of the 20 
transaction generator jobs; the combined CPU time consumed by the cluster nuclei; and 
the ETR and ITR.

RMF reported that in all of these test cases, the CPU consumption of the cluster nuclei 
together with the transaction generator jobs did not exceed 93 percent of the 36 general 
processors on the test LPAR. In the test cases with zHPF turned on and eight or fewer nuclei 
in the cluster (D15P7-D15P9), the CPU consumption of the individual nuclei peaked at 100 
percent of a single general processor. The same occurred in the test cases with zHPF turned 
off and 12 or less nuclei in the cluster (D20P6-D20P9).
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Chart 7 shows the ETR values for the different cluster sizes and the zHPF versus non-zHPF 
cases graphically.
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Chart 7: ETR for Adabas Parallel Services and zHPF

With zHPF (the solid blue line), the ETR increased nearly linearly from two to four to eight 
nuclei in the cluster. Beyond that, the ETR increased further, but more slowly, except for a 
final jump from 28 to 31 nuclei.

Without zHPF (the orange dashed curve), the ETR increased nearly linearly for a cluster size 
up to 16 nuclei, then some more up to 24 nuclei. It did not change much with more than 24 
nuclei in the cluster.

The ETR was almost consistently lower with zHPF than without. With up to eight nuclei there 
was little difference (less than one percent), the ETR for 12 nuclei was ~4.2 percent higher 
with zHPF, and it was up to 24 percent lower with 16 or more nuclei.

Chart 8 shows the ITR values for the different cluster sizes and the zHPF versus non-zHPF 
cases graphically:
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Chart 8: Internal Throughput Results for Adabas Parallel Services and zHPF

With zHPF (the solid blue line), the ITR increased by a total of ~29 percent as the cluster 
grew from two to 12 nuclei and then, with more nuclei, decreased slowly by a total of ~8 
percent off its peak when there were 31 nuclei in the cluster.

Without zHPF (the orange dashed curve), the internal throughput followed a similar pattern, 
but the peak was reached only at a cluster size of 20 nuclei.
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The internal throughput was consistently lower with zHPF than without. The difference grew 
from ~0.2 percent with two nuclei to a high of almost 10 percent with 20 nuclei.

Analysis
Why were the external and internal throughputs with zHPF higher than without zHPF in the 
first and second sets of tests but lower in the third set? A moderate throughput increase 
with zHPF is expected—after all, it is the purpose of zHPF to increase the I/O performance. 
But why did the third set of tests show lower external and internal throughputs with zHPF 
than without zHPF? A close look at the numerous statistical figures from the test runs allows 
the creation of a hypothesis. A key figure is the number of write I/Os to WORK and PLOG 
relative to the total number of I/Os performed in a test run.

Chart 9 shows graphically—for the third set of tests with Adabas Parallel Services—the total 
number of WORK and PLOG write I/Os and the total number of ASSO and DATA read and 
write I/Os for the different cluster sizes in the zHPF versus non-zHPF cases.
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Chart 9: I/O Results for Adabas Parallel Services and zHPF

In the test runs with zHPF turned on, the number of write I/Os to WORK and PLOG 
(indicated by the orange squares) dropped from about 30 million to about 26 million as the 
cluster size was increased from two to 31 nuclei, respectively. In contrast, with zHPF turned 
off, the number of write I/Os to WORK and PLOG (indicated by the purple circles) dropped 
precipitously from about 29 million with two nuclei to about 5 million with 31 nuclei. Taken 
together with the read and write I/O counts to ASSO and DATA—with zHPF (indicated by 
the blue diamonds) and without zHPF (indicated by the green triangles)—these WORK/
PLOG I/Os contributed substantially to the total number of I/Os performed by the cluster 
nuclei. The difference in the WORK/PLOG I/O counts for larger cluster sizes—26 million 
versus 5 million—may well have made the difference for the ETR: It appears that the 
additional WORK/PLOG writes with zHPF were the cause of the drop in throughput.

Why would Adabas nuclei issue more write I/Os to WORK and PLOG when zHPF is turned 
on than when it is turned off? Also, why would Adabas nuclei in a larger cluster issue less 
WORK/PLOG I/Os in total than the nuclei in a smaller cluster, even though the total amount 
of protection data written to WORK and PLOG is approximately the same? The available 
statistics from the test jobs allow the formulation of a hypothesis, although they are not 
sufficient for a proof.
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When generating protection data for WORK and PLOG, Adabas starts I/Os to write data to 
DASD either when an End Transaction (ET) command requires that the existing protection 
data be made persistent, or when the current WORK or PLOG block fills up and a new one 
must be started. In the case of an ET command, Adabas first looks to process other present 
ET commands, if any, so as to issue only one I/O for multiple ET commands (ET blocking). 
Also, Adabas issues only one WORK write and one PLOG write at a time. If one or more 
WORK or PLOG blocks are ready to be written, the I/O is started only when the preceding 
WORK or PLOG I/O, respectively, has completed. While I/Os to WORK and/or PLOG are in 
progress, new protection data may be generated, assuming sufficient space in the WORK 
and PLOG I/O buffers (as per the NWORK1BUFFERS and NPLOGBUFFERS parameters).

The hypothesis for explaining the throughput drop with zHPF in the third set of test cases is 
consistent with the proposition that zHPF improves the I/O performance. The longer an I/O 
to WORK or PLOG takes, the more time and opportunity there is for Adabas to generate 
new protection data for the next I/O. If the WORK/PLOG I/Os are faster, less new protection 
data will be available for the next I/O. In the end, if the I/Os are faster, the same amount of 
protection data is written to DASD with more I/Os.

Why did the number of write I/Os to WORK and PLOG go down—only slightly with zHPF 
turned on, but substantially with zHPF turned off—with increasing cluster size? In all test 
cases, the amount of protection data written out to WORK and PLOG was approximately 
the same, by construction. With larger clusters, more nuclei were concurrently writing out 
their shares of the protection data, each to its own WORK and PLOG datasets. These 
parallel protection data streams being written to DASD increased the load on the I/O 
subsystem, as they competed with the read I/Os from ASSO and DATA and the write I/Os 
from the buffer flushes.

It is consistent with the proposition that zHPF improves the I/O performance to hypothesize 
that the parallel protection data streams that the cluster nuclei wrote to WORK and PLOG 
had a larger impact on the I/O subsystem when zHPF was turned off than when it was 
turned on. Thus, as the cluster grew larger, WORK and PLOG I/Os would take ever longer 
and the nuclei would have more opportunity to write out the same amount of protection 
data with less I/O operations.

The hypothesis that, counter-intuitively, faster WORK and PLOG I/Os (with zHPF) may 
degrade the overall throughput of Adabas due to a higher number of WORK/PLOG I/Os 
suggests that there may be an opportunity in Adabas to improve the performance of a 
heavy-update workload by trying to delay new WORK/PLOG I/Os as long as this is possible 
without incurring other effects that degrade the performance.

If the third set of tests (with Adabas Parallel Services) incurred an effect that degraded the 
performance with zHPF turned on as the cluster size grew, why did the second set (with 
Adabas Cluster Services and the first set (with a different scenario for Parallel Services) still 
show a higher throughput for the tests with zHPF?

Chart 10 shows the same information as Chart 9, but with the data for the statistics coming 
from the second set of tests with Adabas Cluster Services.
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Chart 10: I/O Results for Adabas Cluster Services and zHPF
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Taking into account the difference in the scale, the nuclei in the larger Adabas Cluster 
Services clusters showed the same, substantial difference in WORK and PLOG write I/Os 
as those in the Adabas Parallel Services clusters shown in the previous tests. In the test 
runs with zHPF turned on, the number of write I/Os to WORK and PLOG (indicated by the 
orange squares) dropped from about 30 million to somewhat below 27 million as the cluster 
size was increased from two to 31 nuclei, respectively. With zHPF turned off, the number of 
write I/Os to WORK and PLOG (indicated by the purple circles) dropped much more sharply 
from somewhat below 30 million with two nuclei to about 11 million with 31 nuclei.

This difference between zHPF and non-zHPF in the number of WORK and PLOG I/Os was 
dwarfed by the much higher I/O counts for reading from and writing to ASSO and DATA 
(indicated by the blue diamonds for the zHPF case and by the green triangles for the non-
zHPF case). In the total I/O counts, the difference in the WORK/PLOG I/O counts did not 
matter anymore. The same applies to the results of the first test set.

Conclusion
Most of the tests in this section showed higher internal and external throughputs in the 
test cases with zHPF turned on compared to those with zHPF turned off. In those test cases 
where the I/O subsystem seemed well capable of handling the load both with and without 
zHPF (e.g., the S1/S2 test in the first set of tests in this section), the test cases with zHPF 
achieved a small, but significant increase of three to four percent in both the ETR and ITR 
from those without zHPF. In some of the test cases that challenged the I/O subsystem (e.g., 
the Adabas Cluster Services tests in the second set), the increase was substantially larger 
(from less than four percent to less than 30 percent).

However, there was an effect in the opposite direction in that the number of WORK 
and PLOG write I/Os was higher with zHPF than without. This may have been a subtle 
consequence of the faster I/Os with zHPF. If the buffer efficiency of the cluster is high (like 
in the third set of tests), the WORK and PLOG I/Os may constitute a large portion of all I/
Os. In this case the external and internal throughput may actually be lower with zHPF than 
without.

4.5. Adabas and Large Pages
This set of tests explored the performance effects of using different size page frames 
in memory for the global, shared cache of Adabas Parallel Services. Theoretically, using 
larger page frames for memory areas that exhibit suitable usage patterns should reduce 
the number of virtual-to-real address translations by the processor because each address 
translation covers more memory. Whether and how this potential on the processor level 
translates to performance gains on the application level was the subject of this category of 
tests.

In all related test cases, the Adabas nuclei and transaction generator jobs were run on one 
LPAR, which had 36 dedicated general processors and 256 GB central storage.

The database was run as an Adabas Parallel Services cluster comprising 31 nuclei. The 
global cache space in shared memory (CLUCACHESIZE parameter) was set to a size of 188 
GB. In the different test cases, the cache space was backed in virtual storage by different 
types of page frames:

• Pageable 4 KB pages

• Pageable 1 MB pages

• Page-fixed 1 MB pages

• Page-fixed 2 GB pages

Even though, technically, the cache space was pageable in the first two of these 
configurations, none of the test cases in this category actually incurred paging.
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Other performance-relevant parameters of the cluster nuclei were set as follows:

Parameter Setting

CLUCACHEUNCHANGED YES

DIRRATIO 18

ELEMENTRATIO 160

LBP 100M

(zHPF) ON

Twenty parallel transaction generator jobs issued Adabas commands for a total of 3000 
users. Each user issued the command mix for the read-only test application, which omitted 
all the update/insert and commit/backout commands from the standard update test. This 
test application was run for twice the number of iterations as the update test.

The test case for pageable 1MB pages was run twice.

The test results for this setup are shown in Table 9.

Test ID

Cache 
space 
page type

User 
commands

Avg. TXG 
runtime 
(minutes)

 
Total 
Adabas 
CPU time 
(minutes) ETR ITR

D18P2 Pageable 
4K

906,556,170 15.55 249.83 971,380 60,479

D18P5 Pageable 
1M

906,491,848 15.63 239.05 966,619 63,202

D18P3 Fixed 1M 906,554,820 15.65 235.64 965,295 64,119

D18P4 Fixed 2G 906,558,028 15.65 233.86 965,698 64,609

Table 9 shows for each test case: the type of page frames used for backing the shared cache 
of the Parallel Services nuclei; the total number of user commands issued; the average 
runtime of the 20 transaction generator jobs; the combined CPU time consumed by the 
cluster nuclei; and the ETR and ITR.

According to RMF, the CPU consumption of the cluster nuclei together with the transaction 
generator jobs did not exceed 80 percent of the 36 general processors on the test LPAR, 
and the CPU consumption of the individual nuclei did not exceed 66 percent of one general 
processor.

Chart 11 shows the ETR values for the different types of memory graphically

ETR VERSUS TYPE OF MEMORY PAGES

Table 9: Test Results for 1 MB Pages
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Chart 11: External Throughput Results by Memory Type
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Note: The y-axis does not start at zero! This makes the differences between the test cases 
appear larger than they actually were.

The test runs resulted in a lower ETR with large (1 MB, 2 GB) pages than with pageable 4 KB 
pages. The difference between the ETR with pageable 4 KB pages and the ETR with page-
fixed 1 MB pages was ~0.63 percent.

Chart 12 shows the ITR values for the different types of memory graphically.

ITR VERSUS TYPE OF MEMORY PAGES

 The ITR was ~4.5 percent higher with pageable 1 MB pages than with pageable 4 KB 
pages, then again ~1.45 percent higher with fixed 1 MB pages, and finally another ~0.76 
percent higher with fixed 2 GB pages.

Analysis
The apparent reduction of the external throughput in the test cases with larger page sizes 
may have been a variation within the measurement variability. This aspect of the test results 
has not become clear.

Internal throughput measurements are often more stable than external throughput 
measurements. The test runs in this category showed a lower average CPU consumption 
per command (the inverse of the ITR) for larger page sizes, with a difference as large as 6.8 
percent between 2 GB pages and 4 KB pages.

Where did this difference come from? A possible explanation is offered by the amount 
of contention on the cache space chain. This chain is a data structure in the cache space 
in shared memory that controls how the cluster nuclei allocate space for database blocks 
in the cache. The chain can be traversed and updated by only one nucleus at a time. 
An exclusive, short-term lock serializes the traversal/update of the chain when there is 
contention. While one nucleus is holding the lock, other nuclei that are trying to obtain it 
must wait. When the lock is released, they must try again to obtain it.
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The ITR values correlate with the contention on the cache space chain as illustrated in Table 
10.

Test ID
Cache space 
page type ETR ITR

 
Contention on 
cache space 
chain

D18P2 Pageable 4K 971,380 60,478 312,640,933

D18P5 Pageable 1M 966,619 63,202 32,422,230

D18P3 Fixed 1M 965,295 64,119 4,535,911

D18P4 Fixed 2G 965,698 64,609 3,570,444

Table 10: Throughput Results by Memory Type

Table 10 shows for each test case: the type of page frames used for backing the shared 
cache of the Parallel Services nuclei; and the ETR and ITR. The rightmost column shows 
the total occurrences of contention (lock wait conditions) on the cache space chain in the 
shared cache.

The numbers in the two rightmost columns show that the ITR moved in the opposite 
direction from the contention on the cache space chain: The ITR decreased as the 
contention increased, and vice versa. Since the only difference in the test cases is the type 
of memory pages used for the shared cache, a tentative explanation for this correlation is 
that the searches for space on the space chain were completed faster when larger memory 
pages were used, which in turn reduced the exposure for contention on the space chain. 
This would indicate that the larger page frame sizes were effective in reducing the CPU 
consumption for accessing the cache space.

The potential for contention on the cache space chain increases with the number of nuclei 
in the cluster, and this set of tests was run with 31 nuclei, the largest cluster size possible 
with Adabas Parallel Services. Less contention is expected with smaller cluster sizes and 
was in fact observed in the tests of Sections 4.2 and 4.4. Therefore, the large cluster size (31 
nuclei) may have induced unusually high contention and may have made the 4 KB-page 
case look worse, compared to the 1 MB-page and 2 GB-page cases, than it might have 
looked with smaller clusters. As a corollary, the ITR increase of ~6.8 percent of the 2 GB-
page test over the 4 KB-page test may overstate the CPU savings that can be seen from 2 
GB pages in other scenarios.

Conclusion
While the ITR improvement and its size depend on many factors, most notably the 
application load and the system configuration, it aligns with the theoretical expectation 
that the use of larger pages should require less CPU time. This test category shows that the 
shared cache space of Adabas Parallel Services may indeed profit from large pages.

4.6. Adabas and Flash Express
This set of tests explored the performance effects of paging in a number of configurations 
with Adabas Parallel Services. Theoretically, paging may lead to a considerable drag on 
the external throughput (number of Adabas commands per elapsed wall clock second), 
especially when Adabas executes many commands in parallel. The tests in this section 
sought to clarify how performance is impacted when paging is done to Flash Express 
(storage-class memory, or SCM). All virtual memory in these tests was backed by 4 KB 
pages.

In all related test cases, the Adabas nuclei and transaction generator jobs were run on one 
LPAR, which had 36 dedicated general processors and 256 GB central storage. However, in 
two of the test cases, 20 GB of the central storage were reserved for memory to be backed 
by 2 GB large pages (via the LFAREA IPL parameter of z/OS). The test cases in this section 
did not use 2 GB large pages, so the reserved memory remained unused and unavailable 
for the test jobs.

The database was run as an Adabas Parallel Services cluster comprising 31 nuclei. The 
system and test cases differed on the size of the global, shared cache (CLUCACHESIZE 
parameter) and on the paging configuration:
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Test ID CLUCACHESIZE Central storage Paging to ...

D18P2 188G 256G No paging

D26P1 260G 256G Flash Express

D26P2 260G 256G Disk

D26P3 260G 236G Flash Express

D26P4 260G 236G Disk

D27P3 245G 256G No paging

‘No paging’ means that while the system was properly configured with paging datasets, the 
respective test runs did not incur any paging.

Other performance-relevant parameters of the cluster nuclei were set as follows:

Parameter Setting

CLUCACHEUNCHANGED YES

DIRRATIO 18

ELEMENTRATIO 160

LBP 100M

(zHPF) ON

Twenty parallel transaction generator jobs issued Adabas commands for a total of 3000 
users. Each user issued the command mix for the read-only test application, which omitted 
all the update/insert and commit/backout commands from the standard update test. This 
test application was run for twice the number of iterations as the update test.

The test results from this setup are shown in Table 11.

Test 
ID Paging

 
 

Cache 
Size/ 
Real 
Storage User cmds

Avg. 
TXG 
runtime 
(mnts)

Total 
Adabas 
CPU 
time 
(minutes)

Paging 
rate 
(pgs/
sec) ETR ITR

D18P2 None 188G/ 
256G

906,556,170 15.55 249.83 0 971,380 60,479

D26P1 Flash 260G/ 
256G

906,576,746 12.05 252.38 63,029 1,254,222 59,868

D26P2 Disk 260G/ 
256G

906,531,444 34.07 229.45 18,918 444,284 65,849

D26P3 Flash 260G/ 
236G 

906,563,682 24.36 253.19 194,940 620,380 59,676

D26P4 Disk 260G/ 
236G 

477,384,569 84.72 137.25 27,021 93,915 57,970

D27P3 None 245G/ 
256G

906,490,607 10.46 248.78 0 1,463,546 60,728

Table 11: Test Results for Adabas and Flash ExpressGet

Table 11 shows for each test case: the type of page storage (no paging occurred in the 
first and last tests, D18P2 and D27P3); the specified size of the global, shared cache 
(CLUCACHESIZE parameter) and the total usable amount of real storage; the total number 
of user commands issued; the average runtime of the 20 transaction generator jobs; the 
combined CPU time consumed by the cluster nuclei; the paging rate during the test run 
(page-ins plus page-outs in 4 KB pages per second); and the ETR and ITR.

Test D26P4 was stopped before its transaction generator users had finished the planned 
workload. 
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RMF reported that in the first test case, D18P2, the CPU consumption of the cluster nuclei 
together with the transaction generator jobs did not exceed 66 percent of the 36 general 
processors on the test LPAR; the CPU consumption of the individual nuclei did not exceed 
80 percent of one general processor. In contrast, in the other test cases, D26P1-4 and 
D27P3, the CPU consumption of the cluster nuclei together with the transaction generator 
jobs reached 96 to 100 percent of the test LPAR while the CPU consumption of the 
individual nuclei did not exceed 84 percent of one general processor.

Chart 13 shows the ETR and paging rate values for the different test cases graphically.
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Chart 13: Throughput and Paging Rate Results

When the Parallel Services cache (CLUCACHESIZE) was increased from 188 GB to 260 GB, 
the workload incurred paging as expected. Nonetheless, with paging to Flash Express the 
external throughput increased by ~29 percent. In this test run, the system performed about 
63 thousand paging operations (page-ins or page-outs of 4 KB pages) every second. In 
contrast, when the page datasets were located on normal disks, the ETR dropped by more 
than half and the paging rate was just short of 19 thousand paging operations per second.
When the usable real storage was reduced to 236 GB (from 256 GB), the test run with Flash 
Express incurred an extremely high paging rate of about 195 thousand paging operations 
per second and achieved about half the external throughput as the run with 256 GB usable 
real storage. With paging to disk, the paging rate increased by ~43 percent and the 
throughput dropped further to a little more than one fifth of the case with 256 GB usable 
real storage.

While increasing the cache space and tolerating paging to Flash Express led to a significant 
~29 percent improvement in external throughput, the best result was achieved by shrinking 
the cache to a size (245 GB) that allowed the Adabas nuclei in the cluster to get by without 
paging. This increased the throughput by another ~17 percent.

Analysis
Adabas, as an application program, is impacted by paging like any other application 
program that does most or all of its work under a single task. The impact of paging on 
Adabas gets worse the more parallel users issue commands, as every page fault impacts not 
only one user but every user with an outstanding Adabas command. In the test application 
with 3000 parallel, batch-like users, the impact of paging was probably higher than usual.

A comparison of D26P1 and D18P2 shows that allowing even substantial paging to Flash 
Express can yield a higher ETR if it comes with a substantial increase in the buffer efficiency 
(buffer pool/cache hit rate) and thus a corresponding decrease in ASSO/DATA read I/Os. 
However, a further comparison with D27P3 also shows that trading off some of the gains 
in buffer efficiency against the elimination of paging may in the end allow an even higher 
throughput.
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4.7. Entire Net-Work
This set of tests explored the relative performance of different Entire Net-Work line drivers 
in a scenario where the Adabas users were remote to (i.e., on a different system than) 
Adabas.

In all these test cases, a single, non-cluster Adabas nucleus was run on one LPAR and the 
transaction generator jobs that issued Adabas calls were run on the other LPAR. One Entire 
Net-Work server on each LPAR provided the connection between the transaction generator 
users and the Adabas nucleus. In the different test cases, the connection was established 
using different Entire Net-Work line drivers and setups.

Test ID Line driver Configuration settings

W12C1 CTCA SNDBLKSZ=RCVBLKSZ=32K, 
SNDBLKCT=RCVBLKCT=64

W12F1 FCTC V622 SNDBLKSZ=RCVBLKSZ=32K, 
SNDBLKCT=RCVBLKCT=64

W12F4 FCTC V631 (a) SNDBLKSZ=RCVBLKSZ=32K, 
SNDBLKCT=RCVBLKCT=64

W12F5 FCTC V631 (b) SNDBLKSZ=RCVBLKSZ=60K, 
SNDBLKCT=RCVBLKCT=32

W12F6 FCTC V631 (c) SNDBLKSZ=RCVBLKSZ=60K, 
SNDBLKCT=RCVBLKCT=128

W12T1 TCP/IP Using HiperSockets

W12X1 XCF

CTCA refers to the channel-to-channel communications adapter of Entire Net-Work. FCTC 
refers to the newer “fast” channel-to-channel communications adapter. Versions from Entire 
Net-Work 6.2 SP2 and 6.3 SP1 were tested. Version 6.3 SP1 was tested with different send/
receive buffer configurations.

The TCP/IP (HiperSockets) and cross-system coupling facility (XCF) configurations were 
taken ‘as is’ and not further tuned.

The performance-relevant parameters of the Adabas nucleus were set as follows:

Parameter Setting

FMXIO 16

LARGEPAGE YES

LBP 1000M

LFIOP 250M

NPLOGBUFFERS 25

NWORK1BUFFERS 25

(zHPF) ON

Six parallel transaction generator jobs issued Adabas commands for a total of 600 users. 
Each user issued the command mix for the standard update test application, which included 
~5.2 percent update/insert commands and ~5.9 percent commit/backout commands. 
The messages that Entire Net-Work transported to the Adabas nucleus and back to the 
transaction generator for these Adabas commands were generally less than 1000 bytes and 
often less than 500 bytes. 
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The results from this setup are shown in Table 12.

Test ID
Line 
driver

User 
commands

Avg. TXG 
runtime 
(minutes)

Total 
Net-Work 
CPU time 
(minutes) ETR ITR (total)

W12C1 CTCA 153,129,864 21.63 29.17 118,002 87,494

W12F1 FCTC 
V622

153,125,288 21.70 29.27 117,627 87,192

W12F4 FCTC 
V631 (a)

153,147,926 18.49 28.30 138,059 90,179

W12F5 FCTC 
V631 (b)

153,034,598 18.60 28.39 137,142 89,840

W12F6 FCTC 
V631 (c)

153,053,060 18.66 28.35 136,681 89,967

W12T1 TCP/IP 153,173,857 24.57 43.11 103,992 59,220

W12X1 XCF 153,244,408 31.92 91.57 80,027 27,891

Table 12: Test Results for Entire Net-Work

Table 12 shows for each test case: the type (and configuration) of the Net-Work line driver 
used, as per the table above; the total number of user commands issued; the average 
runtime of the six transaction generator jobs; the total CPU time consumed by both 
Net-Work servers on the two LPARs; and the ETR and ITR. Note that here, the ITR is relative 
to the CPU time consumed by Net-Work (both Net-Work servers), not by Adabas.

Chart 14 shows the ETR and ITR values for the different line drivers graphically.
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Chart 14: Throughput Rates for Entire Net-Work

The CTCA and FCTC V622 line drivers were very close to each other (within ~0.3 percent) 
in both the ETR and ITR. The FCTC line driver from Net-Work version 6.3 SP1 achieved a 
17 percent higher ETR in the configuration with 32 KB block size and a ~3 percent higher 
ITR. This was the highest throughput achieved with any of the line drivers. The line driver 
configurations with 60 KB block size ended up slightly lower than that.

The TCP/IP line driver using HiperSockets got almost 12 percent lower external throughput 
and ~32 percent lower internal throughput than the CTCA driver. The XCF line driver 
finished with about 32 percent lower ETR and ~68 percent lower ITR. The ITR figures reflect 
corresponding increases in Net-Work CPU time per Adabas command. It should be noted, 
though, that no attempt was made to tune the HiperSockets or XCF configuration to reduce 
this overhead.
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Analysis
The FCTC line driver of Entire Net-Work version 6.3 SP1 clearly outperformed its version 
from Entire Net-Work 6.2 SP2 as well as the CTCA driver. For the message payload 
generated by the test application, the smaller send/receive buffers were best, but the 
impact of the send/receive buffer configuration was small.

It remains unclear whether some tuning of the TCP/IP and XCF configurations would have 
shown better results, and by how much.

4.8. Observations
An interesting observation shows how effective the shared cache space of Adabas Parallel 
Services was in saving read I/Os from the database in the tests that were run. Usually, larger 
caches are expected to save more I/Os, but the effects depend very much on the working 
set of blocks accessed by the application programs. Chart 15 shows the buffer efficiency of 
the entire cluster for a number of cache sizes used in various test cases.

The buffer efficiency is defined as the number of accesses to database blocks divided by 
the number of read I/Os used to get these blocks into memory. In the chart, these numbers 
apply to the entire cluster. The buffer efficiency directly corresponds to the cache hit rate via 
the formula h = 1−1/e, where h is the hit rate and e is the buffer efficiency. For example, a 
buffer efficiency of 100 corresponds to a hit rate of 99 percent.

The size of the cache shared by the cluster nuclei was given by the CLUCACHESIZE 
parameter of Adabas Parallel Services. In all test cases, both changed (updated) and 
unchanged blocks were stored in the cache (CLUCACHEUNCHANGED=YES).

The test results reflected in the chart were collected from various test scenarios. Some test 
cases performed the standard update test application; others, the read-only application. 
The number of nuclei in the clusters varied. Also, other configuration options such as the 
use of zHPF or large pages varied. The chart shows a quite uniform correlation between the 
buffer efficiency and the cache size:
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Chart 15: Buffer Efficiency Results

The larger the size of the Parallel Services cache, the higher the buffer efficiency of the 
cluster (indicated by the diamonds), with a nearly linear relationship between the cache size 
and the buffer efficiency.

Conclusion
The test application and its configuration were such that the working set of database blocks 
did not fit entirely into the provided memory. Adabas Parallel Services made effective use of 
any additional memory provided to its shared cache.
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5. Results and recommendations
It should be noted that the statements about the results apply to the simulated 
“application” used for the tests and the machine on which the tests were run. The specific 
results achieved in these tests are bound to vary depending on the actual application 
and machine used. The recommendations are intended to be valid under general 
circumstances.

5.1. Results
The tests performed in November 2012 and described in this paper showed the following 
results:

Scalability
• Adabas Cluster Services scaled well up to 12 nuclei in the cluster, increasing the external 

throughput as nuclei were added. Beyond that cluster size, the external throughput 
flattened out, probably because the Adabas Cluster Services nuclei were limited by the 
many read I/Os from ASSO and DATA (cf. Section 4.1).

• Adabas Parallel Services scaled well up to 24 nuclei in the cluster, increasing the external 
throughput as nuclei were added. Beyond that cluster size, the external throughput 
flattened out, probably because the Adabas Parallel Services nuclei were limited by the 
many database I/Os (cf. Section 4.2).

• For both Adabas Cluster Services and Adabas Parallel Services, as additional nuclei 
were added to the cluster, the average CPU consumption per command increased only 
slightly per nucleus added. In fact, when a small cluster was increased, the average CPU 
consumption at first de-creased (with a low at four nuclei with Adabas Cluster Services, 20 
nuclei with Adabas Parallel Services); then it increased by about one percent or less per 
nucleus added, on average (cf. Sections 4.1 and 4.2). 

Maximum throughput
• The highest external throughput seen in the standard update test, with ~5.2 percent 

update/insert commands and ~5.9 percent commit/backout commands, was 1,140,272 
Adabas commands per second elapsed (wall clock) time (cf. Section 4.3).

• The highest external throughput seen in the read-only test, with no update commands, 
was 1,463,546 Adabas commands per second elapsed (wall clock) time (cf. Section 4.3).
zHPF

• Adabas benefited significantly from using zHPF, which delivered faster I/Os (lower 
latencies) and higher I/O loads (throughput). A single, non-cluster Adabas nucleus 
achieved ~3-4 percent higher external throughput and internal throughput with zHPF on 
an I/O-intensive workload. An Adabas Parallel Services cluster with 31 nuclei achieved ~14 
percent higher external throughput and slightly lower internal throughput on a very I/O-
intensive workload (cf. Section 4.4).

• The external throughput was lower with zHPF than without when the WORK and PLOG 
I/Os were in the same order of magnitude as the ASSO and DATA I/Os (cf. Section 4.4). 
This may have been due to a subtle interaction between the better I/O performance with 
zHPF and the Adabas logic for writing to the WORK and PLOG datasets.

Highest External
Throughput  
(Adabas commands per 
second)
update test = 1,140,272
read-only test = 1,463,546
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General
• When the buffer flushes were not able to write out the updated blocks to the database as 

fast as the updates were performed, the occurrence of structure-full events impaired the 
external throughput and reduced the scalability of the cluster (cf. Section 4.4).

Large pages
• Backing the large, shared Adabas Parallel Services cache with large pages (1 MB pages or 

2 GB pages) reduced the average CPU consumption per command in the range of 3.7 to 
6.8 percent, but did not show a clear improvement in the external throughput (cf. Section 
4.5). The benefit from large pages might be smaller with fewer nuclei in the cluster, 
though.

Flash Express
• Adabas Parallel Services tests where a larger shared cache caused paging to Flash 

Express showed an increase in the external throughput, but not as much as could be 
achieved with a different Adabas configuration without paging (cf. Section 4.3).

• Paging to disk and severe paging to Flash Express caused the external throughput to 
drop precipitously (cf. Section 4.6). The impact of the paging might be smaller with a 
smallernumber of parallel users, though. 

Entire Net-Work
• Entire Net-Work showed best performance with the FCTC line driver of version 6.3 SP1, 

achieving higher external and internal throughput than the CTCA driver and the FCTC 
driver of version 6.2 SP2. With the payload data generated by the test application, send 
and receive block sizes of 32 KB performed slightly better than 60 KB blocks (cf. Section 
4.7).

• The configurations with the TCP/IP and XCF line drivers did not perform as well, but they 
were not specifically tuned for best performance. It is possible that they would have fared 
better with other configuration settings.

5.2. Recommendations
The following recommendations are based on existing Adabas experience, together with 
the results of the testing reported on in this paper. They may help installations using  
Adabas, Adabas Cluster Services, Adabas Parallel Services or Entire Net-Work on  
mainframe to optimize the performance of these products.

Adabas Cluster Services
• Put an Adabas Cluster Services nucleus on every system within Parallel Sysplex that hosts 

users who issue a significant number of Adabas calls.  
Rationale: The better performance gained from users making local calls to the Adabas 
Cluster Services nuclei outweighs the small performance cost of increasing the cluster.

• If the update load is very high, tune the Adabas buffer flush and the performance of the 
I/O subsystem to achieve that updated blocks are written out to the database as fast 
as the updates are performed in memory. Avoid that the cache structure runs full with 
updated blocks. 
Rationale: Structure-full events reduce the external throughput that can be achieved.
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Adabas Parallel Services
• Use as many Adabas Parallel Services nuclei in the cluster as needed to keep each 

individual nucleus from becoming a bottleneck, whether by consuming up to 100 percent 
of one CPU or by being limited in its WORK/PLOG writes or by something else.  
Rationale: Adabas Parallel Services clusters scale well. If individual nuclei are resource-
constrained, adding another one may relieve the constraint, up to at least 20 nuclei.

• If a large amount of memory is available for buffer pool or cache space, allocate most of 
it to the shared Adabas Parallel Services cache and make the private buffer pools of the 
Adabas Parallel Services nuclei just large enough for their smooth operation. Configure 
the cache to store unchanged database blocks (i.e., set CLUCACHEUNCHANGED=YES).
Rationale: Sharing cached database blocks between the cluster nuclei is more efficient 
than keeping them multiple times in private caches/buffers.

zHPF
• Use zHPF, if it is supported by the operating system and I/O subsystem.  

Rationale: The tests have shown that Adabas achieves a significantly better I/O 
performance with zHPF, which is beneficial especially for I/O-intensive workloads. Caveat: 
When running a large cluster (more than eight nuclei) with a high buffer efficiency and an 
update-intensive application workload, watch the relation between WORK/PLOG writes 
and ASSO/DATA I/Os before and after the switch to zHPF.

Large pages
• The use of large pages for the shared cache of Adabas Parallel Services may reduce 

the CPU consumption of the Adabas Parallel Services nuclei by up to 3 to 7 percent. 
Reductions may also be possible for the cache spaces of the Adabas Caching Facility, but 
this was not a subject of the tests conducted for this paper. However, the expectation of 
CPU savings should be weighed case by case based on application memory use. This is 
to ensure that the application is a good fit for exploiting large pages and that real storage 
fragmentation does not occur when large page sizes are used. 
Rationale: Configuring a system with large pages affects the whole system, not just the 
subsystem that uses the large pages.

Flash Express
• For best performance, configure Adabas to avoid paging. Occasional light paging to 

Flash Express may be tolerable. 
Rationale: The tests have shown some good results when Adabas incurred paging 
to Flash Express, but reconfiguring Adabas to avoid paging achieved even better 
performance. Entire Net-Work

• For best performance, configure Entire Net-Work to use the FCTC line driver of version 
6.3 SP1 (or later) for the primary communication link between nodes on co-located 
mainframe systems. 
Rationale: The FCTC V631 driver has shown the best performance in the tests described 
in this paper.
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6. Supporting Materials
This final chapter provides pointers to additional resources and explains some of the 
technical terms used in this white paper.

6.1. Resources
The following resources provide more information on the Software AG and IBM products 
mentioned in this white paper:

Product (product code) Reference

Adabas (ADA) www.softwareag.com/corporate/products/adabas_2010/
default.asp

documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/ada825mfr/
adamf/overview.htm

Adabas Caching Facility (ACF) documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/ada825mfr/
addons/acf/overview.htm

Adabas Cluster Services (ALS) documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/ada825mfr/
addons/als/overview.htm

Adabas Parallel Services 
(ASM)

documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/ada825mfr/
addons/asm/overview.htm

Entire Net-Work (WCP) documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/wcp63mfr/
overview.htm

System Storage DS8000 series www-03.ibm.com/systems/storage/disk/ds8000/index.
html

System z www-03.ibm.com/systems/z

z/OS www-03.ibm.com/systems/z/os/zos/index.html

zEnterprise EC12 www-03.ibm.com/systems/z/hardware/zenterprise/zec12.
html

http://documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/ada825mfr/adamf/overview.htm
http://documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/ada825mfr/adamf/overview.htm
http://documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/ada825mfr/addons/acf/overview.htm
http://documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/ada825mfr/addons/acf/overview.htm
http://documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/ada825mfr/addons/als/overview.htm
http://documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/ada825mfr/addons/als/overview.htm
http://documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/ada825mfr/addons/asm/overview.htm
http://documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/ada825mfr/addons/asm/overview.htm
http://documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/wcp63mfr/overview.htm
http://documentation.softwareag.com/adabas/wcp63mfr/overview.htm
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 6.2. Glossary
Some of the terms used in this white paper are explained in the following table:

Term Meaning

Adabas The database management system from Software AG. 
Some of its add-on products—the Adabas Caching Facility, 
Adabas Cluster Services, and Adabas Parallel Services—
also appear in this document

ASSO Associator, the component of an Adabas database on disk 
that contains control data, metadata and index data about 
the payload data stored in the database

Buffer Efficiency The number of accesses to blocks in the Adabas buffer pool 
divided by the number of I/Os from the database used to 
read those blocks into memory; a measure how efficient the 
buffer pool is in saving read I/Os from the database

Buffer Pool The private memory area of an Adabas nucleus where the 
nucleus keeps ASSO and DATA blocks for future reuse

Cache Space In the context of the Adabas Caching Facility, one of 
possibly several extensions to the Adabas buffer pool where 
ASSO and DATA blocks are kept for reuse; In the context 
of Adabas Parallel Services, the global cache that is shared 
among the Adabas nuclei in the cluster, corresponding to 
the cache structure used by Adabas Cluster Services

Cache Structure A type of data structure in a coupling facility that provides 
services for efficient cache management for distributed 
applications in a Parallel Sysplex

Coupling Facility (CF) Hardware and software from IBM that supports the sharing 
of data and collaboration by distributed system and 
application programs in a Parallel Sysplex

CTC Channel-to-channel, a way of communication between 
mainframe computers that uses I/O channels as 
communication links between the computers

DASD Direct-access storage device (e.g., a disk)

DATA Data storage, the component of an Adabas database on 
disk that contains the payload data of the application

Entire Net-Work A Software AG product that provides transparent 
connectivity between client programs and Software 
AG server programs (e.g., Adabas) running on different 
machines

External Throughput Rate  
(ETR)

The average number of Adabas commands processed per 
elapsed (wall clock) second, a measure for the speed in 
which Adabas commands are processed

Flash Express A feature of the zEnterprise EC12 mainframe computer that 
provides flash memory as direct-access storage for paging

Hit Rate The number of times an ASSO or DATA block was found in 
memory divided by the number of accesses to those blocks; 
related to the buffer efficiency by the formula h = 1−1/e, 
where h is the hit rate and e is the buffer efficiency

Internal Throughput Rate 
(ITR)

The average number of Adabas commands processed per 
CPU second, a measure for the amount of resources (in 
terms of CPU time) used to process the commands

Large Pages Virtual storage that is mapped to real storage in units of 
either  1 MB or 2 GB, in contrast to the usual page frame 
size of 4 KB

Logical Partition (LPAR) An isolated subset of the hardware resources—in particular, 
processors and memory—of one computer, allowing that 
computer to run multiple, independent operating system 
instances at the same time
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Nucleus In the context of Adabas, an Adabas server that processes 
Adabas commands

Parallel Sysplex A cluster of IBM mainframes running z/OS that provides a 
single-system image

PLOG A component of an Adabas database on disk that contains 
the protection data describing the data updates that were 
performed; used for recovering the database from an archive 
copy

Protection Data A description of updates performed in the database, used 
to redo or undo those updates in the case of a failure

Router A component of Adabas that handles the communication 
part of Adabas calls within one operating system instance: 
locating the Adabas server, delivering the call’s input data to 
the Adabas server and delivering the call’s output data back 
to the Adabas user

WORK A component of an Adabas database on disk that contains, 
among other things, the protection data describing recent 
data updates performed; used for recovering the database 
upon server (Adabas nucleus) restart

XCF The cross-system coupling facility services of IBM’s Parallel 
Sysplex, which include, among others, messaging services 
for communication between members of a cluster in the 
sysplex

XES The cross-system extended services of IBM’s Parallel 
Sysplex, which include, among others, lock and cache 
services

zHPF IBM System z High Performance FICON provides a new, 
streamlined I/O architecture and channel program protocol 
for improved I/O performance and throughput
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